Thursday, June 19, 2014

7:16 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

AMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get some
CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become
MD's...
Revolution around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars
Revolution! Date is... Speed is...
Revolution of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity
Engine Invention!
In 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. The
orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30
km/s (108,000 km/h, or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the
North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth turns counterclockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of 465.1 m/s, 1,674.4
km/h or 1,040.4 mi/h.
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km/h or 1,040.4 mi/h.
6-19-14 A pair of glasses that are equipped with a camera so
you can see the "Revolution" of a Invented Universe! Cure
Cancer, End Crime, Wars... Paris French Revolution ended to
soon!

6-19-14 Apple Edges Into Entry-Level Desktop Market...
Panicked refugees pour out of Pakistan's troubled North
Waziristan...
6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th
fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD
NORDLAN NY Times!

6-19-14 Edges of our Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies, all of
these 777 Galaxies in a Revolution at 67,108 mph
Revolution!

6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...
Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint
Jude Childrens Hospitals "Battle" of childhood cancers
caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"
6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th
fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD
NORDLAN NY Times!
6-19-14 Taliban attack NATO supplies in Afghan east,
destroy dozens of trucks... and 777 Trillion Galaxies!
6-19-14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas since the 1980 Invention
of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... So the NY Daily News
reports, "Violence in Iraq is pushing U.S. gasoline prices
higher during a time of year they usually decline. The
national average price of $3.67 per gallon" Hell even Pope
Francis knows this is a deceitful War Crime + the UN would
say it's Crimes Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy Carters
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say it's Crimes Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy Carters
Habitat for Humanity without the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort!

6-19-14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take time...
6-19-14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take time...
in this time Saint Jude Childrens Hospital will "Battle"
childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"

6-19-14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance...
of "Poison Gas Exhaust!"
6-19-14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance...
of Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint
Jude Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused
by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"
6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure, Google
and Microsoft will follow Apple in adding an anti-theft "kill
switch" to their smartphone operating systems

6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...
Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint
Jude Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused
by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"

6-19-14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th
fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD
NORDLAN NY Times!
6-19-14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas and the New England
Journal of Medicine doesn't LEAK this writing about the
Economics of MD's Today. The Economics of Graduate
Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R.
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Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R.
Wilensky | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2357-2360 | Published
Online May 14, 2014 Free Full Text Comments The Economics
of Academic Medical Centers A. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P.
Willson | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2360-2362 | Published
Online May 14, 2014 Free Full Text
6-19-14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in the New
England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of
MD's Today. When Saudi Arabia has $777 Trillion from $4
gas.

6-19-14 Global Biomedical R&D Expenditures... with $777
Trillion from $4 gas confiscated from Saudi Arabia!
6-19-14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in the New
England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of
MD's Today.

6-19-14
6-19-14
6-19-14

6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
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the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.
6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4
Gas Revenues financing of the Terrorists is not NY Times
News, its attacker in Baghdad Today will do 9/11 II which is
"disinformation" to protect the Saudi Terrorists II.

6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.
6-18-14 NY Times front page today... "Iraqi Oil Refinery
Ablaze as Army and Militants Clash" By ROD NORDLAND
ROD didn't write the story... "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was
reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!
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6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II
6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion...

6-18-14 God has $72 Trillion in Heaven for each Jew not 72
Virgins, grin.
6-18-14 God has 72 MD Wives in Heaven for Greg...
6-18-14 God has $700 cosmetic cream Jars for Beautiful
Women on Duval Key West... Grin $
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.

6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II
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6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion...

6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion...
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times...

6-18-14 Allah has Nukes like Hiroshima + Nagasaki, Seoul
will be Nuke III then Mossad HQ...
6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion...
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.

6-18-14 God has $72 Trillion in Heaven for each Jew not 72
Virgins, grin.
6-18-14 God has 72 MD Wives in Heaven for Greg...
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6-18-14 God has 72 MD Wives in Heaven for Greg...
6-18-14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion...
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.

6-18-14 9/11 II... Mossad informed the FBI and CIA in
August 2001 that based on its intelligence as many as 200
terrorists were slipping into the United States and planning
"a major assault on the United States." The Israeli
intelligence agency cautioned the FBI that it had picked up
indications of a "large-scale target" in the United States
and that Americans would be "very vulnerable."[9] However,
"It is not known whether U.S. authorities thought the
warning to be credible, or whether it contained enough
details to allow counter-terrorism teams to come up with a
response,"[10] A month later, terrorists struck at the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon.[9]

6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
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your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.

6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II of London as they inherited BP Oil and are
probably selling Opium to China again for extra petty cash!
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley.
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the University of California (UC) Berkeley.

6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times...

6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II
6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II

6-18-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine + $777 Trillion... to
spend on "War Toys" by Numb Nuts Men who are all George
Orwell II
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to
enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun,
photochemical reactions - reactions triggered by light - are
both ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical
reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from
the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical
reactions to our best advantage requires a deep
understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
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understanding of the interplay between the electrons and
atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system
has been excited by light. A major advance towards
acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of
researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and
the University of California (UC) Berkeley. Dynamic
Spectroscopy Duo: 2D Electronic-Vibrational Spectroscopy
Technique Provides Unprecedented Look into Photochemical
Reaction From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green
plants to harvest energy from the sun, photochemical
reactions - reactions triggered by light - are both ubiquitous
and critical to nature. Photochemical reactions also play
essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new
nanomaterials to the development of more efficient solar
energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best
advantage requires a deep understanding of the interplay
between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular
system after that system has been excited by light. A major
advance towards acquiring this knowledge has been
reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab) and the University of California (UC)
Berkeley. Graham Fleming, UC Berkeley's Vice Chancellor for
Research and a faculty senior scientist with Berkeley Lab's
Physical Biosciences Division, led the development of a new
experimental technique called two-dimensional electronicvibrational spectroscopy (2D-EV). By combining the
advantages of two well-established spectroscopy
technologies - 2D-electronic and 2D-infrared - this
technique is the first that can be used to simultaneously
monitor electronic and molecular dynamics on a
femtosecond (millionth of a billionth of a second) timescale. The results show how the coupling of electronic states
and nuclear vibrations affect the outcome of photochemical
reactions. "We think that 2D-EV, by providing unprecedented
details about photochemical reaction dynamics, has the
potential to answer many currently inaccessible questions
about photochemical and photobiological systems," says
Fleming, a physical chemist and internationally acclaimed
leader in spectroscopic studies of events that take place on
the femtosecond time-scale. "We anticipate its adoption by
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the femtosecond time-scale. "We anticipate its adoption by
leading laboratories across the globe," Fleming is the
corresponding author of a paper in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) titled "Correlating the
motion of electrons and nuclei with two-dimensional
electronic-vibrational spectroscopy." Co-authors are Thomas
Oliver and Nicholas Lewis, both members of Fleming's
research group. Fleming and his research group were one of
the key developers of 2D electronic spectroscopy (2D-ES),
which enables scientists to follow the flow of light-induced
excitation energy through molecular systems with
femtosecond temporal resolution. Since its introduction in
2007, 2D-ES has become an essential tool for investigating
the electronic relaxation and energy transfer dynamics of
molecules, molecular systems and nanomaterials following
photoexcitation. 2D infrared spectroscopy is the go-to tool for
studying nuclear vibrational couplings and ground-state
structures of chemical and complex biological systems.
"Combining these two techniques into 2D-EV tells us how
photoexcitation affects the coupling of electronic and
vibrational degrees of freedom," says Oliver. "This coupling is
essential to understanding how all molecules, molecular
systems and nanomaterials function." In 2D-EV, a sample is
sequentially flashed with three femtosecond pulses of laser
light. The first two pulses are visible light that create excited
electronic states in the sample. The third pulse is midinfrared light that probes the vibrational quantum state of
the excited system. This unique combination of visible
excitation and mid-infrared probe pulses enables
researchers to correlate the initial electronic absorption of
light with the subsequent evolution of nuclear vibrations.
"2D-EV's ability to correlate the initial excitation of the
electronic-vibrational manifold with the subsequent
evolution of high-frequency vibrational modes, which until
now have not been explored, opens many potential avenues
of fruitful study, especially in systems where electronicvibrational coupling is important to the functionality of a
system," Fleming says. As a demonstration, Oliver, Lewis and
Fleming used their 2D-EV spectroscopy technique to study the
excited-state relaxation dynamics of DCM dye dissolved in a
deuterated solvent. DCM is considered a model "push-pull"
emitter - meaning it contains both electron donor and
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emitter - meaning it contains both electron donor and
acceptor groups - but with a long-standing question as to
how it fluoresces back to the ground energy state. "From 2DEV spectra, we elucidate a ballistic mechanism on the
excited state potential energy surface whereby molecules are
almost instantaneously projected uphill in energy toward a
transition state between locally excited and charge-transfer
states before emission," Oliver says. "The underlying
electronic dynamics, which occur on the hundreds of
femtoseconds time-scale, drive the far slower ensuing
nuclear motions on the excited state potential surface, and
serve as an excellent illustration for the unprecedented
detail that 2D-EV will afford to photochemical reaction
dynamics." One example of how 2D-EV might be applied is in
the study of rhodopsin, the pigment protein in the retina of
the eye that is the primary light detector for vision, and
carotenoids, the family of pigment proteins, such as
chlorophyll, found in green plants and certain bacteria that
absorb light for photosynthesis. "The nonradiative energy
transfer in rhodopsin and carotenoids is thought to involve
the breakdown of one of the most widely used
approximations of quantum mechanics, the BornOppenheimer approximation, which states that since motion
of electrons are far faster than nuclei, as represented by
vibrational motion, the nuclei respond to changes in
electronic states," Oliver says. "With 2D-EV, we will be able to
directly correlate the degrees of electronic and vibrational
freedom and track their evolution as a function of time. It's
a chicken and egg kind of problem: Do the electrons or
nuclei move first? 2D-EV will give us insight into whether or
not the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is still valid in
these cases." For nanomaterials, 2D-EV should be able to shed
much needed light on how the coupling of phonons - atomic
soundwaves - with electrons impacts the properties of carbon
nanotubes and other nanosystems. 2D-EV can also be used to
investigate the barriers to electron transfer between donor
and acceptor states in photovoltaic systems. "We are
continuing to refine the 2D-EV technology and make it more
widely applicable so that it can be used to study lower
frequency motions that are of great scientific interest,"
Oliver says.
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6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "kill
Saw for Key West Jews" Pentagon architect plans... for Key
West Jews reading books without a list of Serendipity
Invention Projects in their hippocampus so they read 100
books a year and miss all inventions on Greg + Wives list.
These Jews sell t-shirts and cosmetics for $700 a jar. God has
$72 Trillion in Heaven for each Jew not 72 Virgins, grin.
Believe it or not Jews they read books from the KW Library. My
old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to
Israel to "Kill People..." as his 3 other partners in the "Booth"
also "Killed People..." thats how they teamed up to opened
stores in KW selling a jar of cosmetic cream for $700. This is
all in the Pentagons architect plans...
6-18-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive
Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving"
as you must have the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on
your Mind at all times...

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II
6-17-14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion "Gasoline cars recalled"... This
time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says its recalling
more than three-million vehicles over an ignition switch
issue linked to eight crashes and six injuries.

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I
suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't
have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine
invention projects for a Serendipity Invention in the book he
showed me yesterday!
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6-17-14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014
Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key West but this
was not in the Pentagon's architects plans!

6-17-14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) - The world's
biggest retailer, Wal-Mart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it
will increase its spending on food safety in China to 300
million yuan
6-17-14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014
Greg + Wives should be working on Today!

6-17-14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a
dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait
to kill you her if she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot
Bar + Gas Station in Key West. Pentagon architect plans...
could have saved 19K SWF from being killed at the Green
Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being
robed + sucker punched at a Gas Station hold up... Pentagon
architect plans...
6-17-14 Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the
Hemingway Writing Classes in Key West.
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans... Citizen's Voice Key West Newspaper Today "Boca Chica
airfield is basicallya training facility, not a commercial
airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving
rain and 30-knot wind someone mentioned. They're
training. "Serendipity" training for "Star Travel" readers
have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine
inventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to work on Star Travel
Training but I don't think the Pentagon architects have
stopped killing women + children yet, they have to get this
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stopped killing women + children yet, they have to get this
out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list
of invention projects when reading it. Grin!

6-17-14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars
+ Aliens are to be killed...
6-17-14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... Any guy from
Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can
finance the next 9/11... Republicans are sounding the
warning that the next 9/11-like terror plot could emerge
from the regions of Iraq and Syria that are currently
dominated by an extremist group bearing down on
Baghdad.

6-17-14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of
words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus
Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon
architect plans...
6-17-14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China,
USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for
the Futuristic Neurologists Superintendent of Schools.
Pentagon architect plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
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6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17
(Reuters) - China's top diplomat will visit Vietnam on
Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to ease tensions
over China's deployment of an oil rig in the disputed South
China Sea, but experts said there were many ...

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial
involving nearly 300 Chinese men and women residing in
one of China's most polluted regions found that daily
consumption of a half cup of broccoli sprout beverage
produced rapid, significant and sustained higher levels of
excretion of benzene, a known human carcinogen, and
acrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with
colleagues at several U.S. and Chinese institutions, used the
broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, a plant
compound already demonstrated to have cancer preventive
properties in animal studies. The study was published in the
June 9 online edition of the journal Cancer Prevention
Research.

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an
increasing global problem, causes as many as seven million
deaths a year worldwide, according to the World Health
Organization, and has in recent years reached perilous
levels in many parts of China. Last year, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer classified air pollution and
particulate matter (PM) from air pollution as carcinogenic
to humans.
6-17-14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in
Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a
Neurologists. Pentagon architect plans... don't include any
Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West!
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Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West!

6-17-14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of
words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus
Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the
current book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon
architect plans... neurocomputational theorists have long
suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow
Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz. and University of
California, San Diego School of Medicine report that the
human brain locks down episodic memories in the
hippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct,
distributed fraction of individual cells. The findings,
published in the June 16 Early Edition of PNAS, further
illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may,
ultimately, shed light on new

6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
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Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!

6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks...
Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion
More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!

6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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